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In 2000, Bart to the Future, an episode of the Simpsons in which Bart imagines his coming years, showed Lisa Simpson taking over as ...

This fish was also found in a reservoir near a nuclear power plant. 2. In the episode “Lisa the Greek” (Season 3, Episode 14) Lisa makes a bet .... We take a look at the future visions of Springfield afforded by The Simpsons' multiple time-jump episodes.... In season 11, "The Simpsons" predicted a Donald Trump presidency in the 2000 episode "Bart to the Future. Brooks, Matt Groening, and Al Jean
are the .... The virus in The Simpsons episode also was gigantic, so gigantic that you ... been exposed by this pandemic, things will be worse in the future.. The fourth season of Futurama kicks off with one of its very best episodes, but one that also ... Futurama--also by Simpsons creator Matt Groening--already did it. ... Accidentally frozen, pizza-deliverer Fry wakes up 1,000 years in the future.
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This episode was WAY better than any other future episodes on the Simpsons. And it's awesome. Terrence: (Angry at Milhouse) Oh. It was all a dream and now .... BART TO THE FUTURE (SEASON 12) "Bart to the Future" opens in a similar way to (the far superior) "Lisa's Wedding," which we'll get to later on this list. DAYS OF FUTURE FUTURE (SEASON 25) FUTURE-DRAMA (SEASON
16) MR. BARTHOOD (SEASON 27) LISA'S WEDDING (SEASON 6) HOLIDAYS OF FUTURE PASSED (SEASON 23). ... Simpsons are not Toons. “Although,” says Groening, ruling out no possibility, “they could be in Roger Rabbit 3!” Buckets of swell story ideas for future episodes .... In this episode, Lisa learns the future from a fortune teller at a Renaissance Fair. A lot of Simpsons episodes
take place in the future and a ...
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In the Simpsons episode “Bart to the Future”, broadcast in 2000, an adult Lisa Simpson is depicted as the incoming president of the United States. The best .... This all started when a clip from the episode “Marge in Chains” started ... have just become sure that The Simpsons can predict the future.. In The Simpsons episode “Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?,” Homer is asked to design a ... Here are some
other instances of The Simpsons predicting the future.. 4. The Simpsons (1989– ) Episode: Holidays of Future Passed (2011) ... Thirty years in the future the Simpsons get together for Christmas. Bart and ...
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What are The Simpsons predictions that haven't happened yet? An episode that aired in 2005 predicted hover cars after Professor Frink invents .... Here's 77 minutes of female fanservice from 85 episodes of the iconic animated series "The Simpsons". The episode travels into the future to see what Christmas .... The future of innovation and technology in government for the greater good ... graph
shows how long every 'Simpsons' prediction took to come true ... Maybe it's because if you stick around for 639 episodes and counting of .... Milhouse also envisions a wonderful future. For example, in one episode he predicts that he will grow up to be a major league slugger. This prediction seems .... The Simpsons has made some eerily accurate predictions over the ... The special Treehouse of
Horror XXXI episode started on this year's .... When the Simpson … Smartwatches. Season 6, Episode 19: Lisa's Wedding. Predicted:1995. Came true: 2014. When Lisa …. Disney+ curates collection of Simpsons episodes that predict the future. April 28, 2020. Cape Breton, CANADA – July 27, 2013: cardboard cut-outs of the .... On Sunday night, the closing credits of the 659th episode of The
Simpsons were ... politics, cartoons, tv, simpsons predicts the future, super bowl, sports About.. The Simpsons correctly - and shockingly - predicted Donald Trump would be America's president in an episode aired way back in 2000. In the show Lisa refers .... In Season 11, the episode "Bart to the Future" predicted a dystopian future where Donald Trump somehow was elected President. Homer is
paid to be in the crowd ... 8a1e0d335e 
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